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tionary forces which were negative enough to want to go back
to the years before 1789, and the counter-revolutionary forces,
which accepted some fruits of the Revolution but reacted
against certain of its historical consequences. Both these cur-
rents of opinion continued to flow throughout the life of the
Third Republic, and both had their roots in the first half of the
nineteenth century; but there was not always harmony be-
tween them.
The anti-revolutionary forces find most absolute expression
in the writings of traditionalists like Maistre and Bonald, and
in the policy pursued by Charles X. They rallied all those who
believed that the Revolution was inherently wicked, and con-
trived to demonstrate, with immense intellectual skill and
literary brilliance, that it was the product of evil. They natur-
ally took over all the conservatism of Edmund Burke, who had
first denounced the Revolution in terms which shook the
Continent. But they carried his conservatism to the defence of
extreme authoritarianism. Government is by its nature abso-
lute and unlimited, and therefore the executive is complete
sovereign. To be infallible authority must be Divine in origin,
and therefore must ultimately be supervised by the Catholic
Church. The extreme ultramontane claim of the Papacy was
the logical inference which these writers drew from their con-
ception of political society. Democracy and the Revolution,
like Protestantism and dissent, are in the nature of heresy—
evil things, which must be totally resisted. Maistre and
Bonald are thus the logical anti-revolutionaries, opposed in
detail to all that was involved in the principles of 1789.
Bonald expressed the view unforgettably in his epigram, 'When
God wished to punish France He took away the Bourbons from
her governance'. He insisted more clearly than Maistre on
legitimist monarchy as the necessary barrier to the Revolution,
and he is the logical reactionary. But both champions of
authority found it difficult to avoid defending any given de
facto authority, any status quo: and so to argue that to endure
any tyranny is better than to incur the risk of anarchy.1
1 On Maistre and Bonald see  Bourget et Albert, op.  cit.; R.
Soltau: op. cit.; H. J. Laski: The Foundations of Sovereignty (1921);

